Set to hit Europe’s hot spots this year with more live demonstrations, more information on complete fire
protection solutions from Tyco and showcasing our latest innovations, the ZETTLER Roadshow truck will be
setting its wheels in motion once again.
The ZETTLER Roadshow Truck will tour Europe bringing the latest in
ZETTLER’s fire detection technology and Tyco’s fire suppression
technology to customers at exclusive events and trade shows.
On display is the range of ZETTLER detection products, such as the
touchscreen PROFILE control panel and triple sensing technology
detector - 3oTec, as well as the Meridian gas detector from Scott Safety.
The truck will now also feature Tyco’s fire suppression products, iFLOW
and SAPPHIRE, and the ZETTLER Care Communication Systems.
Now featuring:
 The iFLOW valve regulates the pressure, resulting in an even
discharge at a constant flow rate for the duration of the effective
discharge period. The iFLOW Fire Suppression System is a state-ofthe-art delivery system that provides a regulated and effective
discharge of inert gas clean agent.


SAPPHIRE Fire Suppression Systems delivering 3M™ Novec™
1230 Fire Protection Fluid is a safe, environmentally friendly clean
agent system that has a proven track record for protecting people
and high value assets. The system provides a proven and reliable
fast acting, clean agent solution that is safe for use in occupied
spaces.



Medicall 800, a ZETTLER Care Communications System, is an
effective means of communication between patients and nurses. It
provides numerous call functions, direct communication options,
different answer variants and interfaces to other electronic systems.
These essential features help make care organisations more efficient
while at the same time enhancing patient and personnel safety.

With the addition of these new products we can illustrate total solutions
from Tyco Fire Protection Products and, with more augmented reality
and live product demonstrations, the ZETTLER Roadshow now offers a
greater experience for customers on board the truck.
The ZETTLER Roadshow tour kicks off in Spain, with the truck
attending SICUR in Madrid. SICUR is an outstanding exhibition which
brings together the entire safety and security industry to showcase the
latest innovations and technological developments in the market. The
truck will then travel to the UK for a nationwide tour, before visiting
Germany, France and the Nordic regions.
For more details on where the truck will be this year visit our
Roadshow Truck webpage here.

